
CARD 62: FINAL CHAPTER:
WITNESSING THE PLANNED

FUTURE OF PEACE!

Card 61:  For the Planned Future of Hope, Live the Gospel—Love and Believe!

HAIL
MARY, 

Amen! 
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THE TENTH INSIGHT:  HOLDING THE VISION BY JAMES REDFIELD
Part IX:  Chapter 9 Synchronized with Mary’s Ongoing Messages

TO PRAY FOR
OTHERS

CHANGE THE
PRONOUN

MY MOTHER,
HEAR ME!
PRAY FOR
ME TO COM-
PREHEND I
WAS BORN
TO LIVE A
LIFE OF
PRAYER AND
SACRIFICE.
HELP ME TO
TO BELIEVE
IN JESUS’ 
DIVINE
WORDS AND
TO BE A
WITNESS OF
HOPE WITH
FAITH, NOT
DARKNESS
AND
SADNESS!

HEAVENLY
FATHER,

HOLY MARY,
HELP ME TO
REMEMBER
TO BE A RAY
OF LIGHT—
THE LIVING
GOSPEL—A
WITNESS OF
GOD’S LOVE.

Amen!

IN FAITH I
RECEIVE THE
LIFE OF MY

SOUL.  HELP
ME LISTEN
TO JESUS

AND MAKE
MY HEART
HIS HOME
SO IT WILL

NOT BE BAD
AND DARK!
HELP ME TO
NOT JUDGE, 
BUT TO BE
A LIVING
EXAMPLE
OF THE

GOSPEL, A
WITNESS OF
HIS LOVE, 
A FRIEND.
HELP ME

TO LIVE IN
HUMILITY SO
I CAN HAVE
A FUTURE
OF HOPE,

UNITED
IN HIM.

HOLY, HOLY, HOLY Lord God of Host, our Heavenly Father, Heaven and
Earth are filled with Your glory!  Hosanna in the highest!  Blessed is He
Who comes in the Name of our friend, the first light and beginning of
redemption from the creation of the foundation of the world! Amen!
MARY IS CALLING US FROM MEDJUGORJE TO A LIFE PLAN OF PRAYER BY FORMING
PRAYER GROUPS TO ACHIEVE A FUTURE OF UNITY, PEACE AND HOPE (CARDS 15, 17).  

The GREAT TEST: Interpretation of End-Times Prophecies! 
WITNESS HOPE WITH FAITH UNITED IN JESUS’ HEART!

Remember You Were Born to be Apostles of God’s Love and Light!

“DEAR CHILDREN: TODAY, I AM CALLING YOU TO PRAYER!
MAY PRAYER BE LIFE TO YOU! ONLY IN THIS WAY WILL
YOUR HEART BE FILLED WITH PEACE AND JOY.  GOD WILL
BE NEAR YOU AND YOU WILL FEEL HIM IN YOUR HEART AS
A FRIEND.  YOU WILL SPEAK WITH HIM AS WITH SOMEONE
WHOM YOU KNOW AND, LITTLE CHILDREN, YOU WILL HAVE
A NEED TO WITNESS BECAUSE JESUS WILL BE IN YOUR
HEART AND YOU UNITED IN HIM. I AM WITH YOU AND LOVE
ALL OF YOU WITH MY MOTHERLY LOVE.  THANK YOU FOR
HAVING RESPONDED TO MY CALL” (MED. 9/25/16).

MARY’S ACTION PLAN: FOR A FUTURE OF HOPE WITH JESUS,
FORM PRAYER GROUPS OF 20 OR MORE TO PRAY 3 TO 4 HOURS
DAILY, SACRIFICING FOR A TERM OF 4 YEARS (CARD 17).

TO UNITE WITH JESUS AND PROJECT THE ENERGY OF LOVE, PRAY A ROSARY FOR THE FUTURE OF
YOUR:  FIRST DECADE:  FAMILY; SECOND DECADE:  NEIGHBORS; THIRD DECADE:  COMMUNITY;
FOURTH DECADE:  STATE AND NATION; FIFTH DECADE:  EARTH AND HEAVEN! END WITH:

MARY’S PLAN:
“GIVE OVER

YOUR FUTURE
TO JESUS.”

(MED.
8/25/16)

MARY’S PLAN:  “THE UNITY OF HEAVEN AND EARTH 
IN MUTUAL LOVE” (MED. 6/2/16/CARD 57).

e hologram moved foreward and they witnessed human consciousness move
into the remembrance of how we planned to accomplish this utopian future.

Redfield observed, “When the energy of the prayer groups reached critical mass, projecting
love and light onto the two sides, the polarization eased.  People began to awaken and remember
the good intentions of their Birth Visions and to follow their intuitions and synchronistic
paths (card 53). e technology controllers remembered their Birth Visions and gave up on
their plan to manipulate the economy and seize power.  A contagion of cooperation, consensus
through dialogue, intervention, personal involvement, and action spread over the Earth!

“e scene shifted to inner cities and forgotten rural families.  A new spiritual consensus was
being integrated and synthesized from the old traditional truth and the new spiritual worldview
on how to intervene in cycles of poverty.  As people awakened and remembered their mission
and purpose, they began to get personally involved, helping others as a friend.  ey no longer
stood idly by, relying on traditional government programs.  rough dialogue, a consensus
also emerged on the way we treat criminals.  While the old view of incarceration remained, a
new spiritual view was introduced, illuminating dark criminal hearts by initiating the only 
rehabilitation that really works:  the contagion of remembering the plan of one’s Birth Vision!  

“As the contagion of cooperation and dialogue spread, coalitions intervened in
conflict at every level.  ey began to see that in each instance someone had

been perfectly placed that could have made a difference, but had failed the TEST to act.  As the
future unfolded, the contagion of remembering spread toward other social problems—polluters.
rough consensus, wisdom was emerging that, as with the problem of poverty and crime, the
crime of pollution was compliant bystanders, people who failed to intervene.  ese people
would not pollute themselves, but worked with or knew about others who damaged the planet.
In the past they failed to get involved because of job security or because they felt alone in their
opinion.  But encouraged by their awakening, they realized they were in the exact position to
take action and rally public opinion.  ey became inspired witnesses, exposing
crimes, realizing failure to act would result in a bad Afterlife Review (card 53).

“As the light of prayer spread, every occupational group consciously shifted to their true
spiritual role of service to mankind by remembering their Birth Visions, the good intensions
behind their lives.  Youths were encouraged by their parents and teachers to remember their
Birth Visions by following their intuitions and synchronistic paths.  All were realizing that
we are here to raise the energy level of Earth and institute the utopian Afterlife culture.

“Political struggles shifted from violence to a war of words as humans became conscious
that every nation held special spiritual truths.  Nations began to comprehend that our destiny
was to discuss and compare perspectives and to integrate and synthesize them into a new global
spirituality, bringing world peace.  ese dialogues would altered the end-time prophecies.
As prophesied a temple was built in Jerusalem and occupied by all major religions.  But instead
of violence, spiritual perspectives were debated, discussed, integrated and synthesized into a
new spiritual world understanding, opening everyone to the final infusion of the Holy Spirit.
us the prophecies were fulfilled in a symbolic way, avoiding the physical apocalypse. As
humans began to rapture, walking into the Afterlife, the soul groups also began to rapture
onto Earth, creating the planned unification of a New Heaven and Earth!” �

“NOTHING IS
BY CHANCE!” 
(MED. 9/2/16)

BIRTH VISION:  “WE ARE GOD’S WORKMANSHIP, CREATED IN OUR FRIEND JESUS TO
DO GOOD WORKS, WHICH GOD PLANNED IN ADVANCE FOR US TO DO!” (EPH. 2: 10)

THE VISION OF
THE UTOPIAN
FUTURE!

“YOU WILL
HAVE A NEED
TO WITNESS!”

MARY’S PLAN:
“GIVE OVER

YOUR FUTURE
TO JESUS.”

(MED.
8/25/16)



A huge hologram appeared and they witnessed history from the beginning of the
universe, to a distant end.  ey saw the first light explode matter into being and
ultimately form the Earth.  e elements formed into complex substances, finally
leaping into organic life, as if guided by an overall plan.  Fishes progressed into
amphibians, evolving into reptiles, and ultimately into mammals.  Redfield 
intuited that “an aspect of each of the souls in the Afterlife and a part of all
of humanity had lived through this long, slow process of evolution! We had
swum as fishes, crawled as amphibians, and finally moved into human form—

all with intention!  We were striving to wake up, unify, evolve, and eventually implement on
Earth the same spiritual culture that exists in the Afterlife! As humans progressed we went
from comprehending the divine in terms of nature gods, to an understanding of the divine as
one Father God outside ourselves and the Holy Spirit within.  Prophetic texts were intuited,
offering us a symbolic expression of our friendly relationship and future with this one deity.”  

e four witnessed human consciousness progress from the beginning of time to the present.
A mind-set was forming—a polarization of Fear—humans were migrating into two conflicting
positions:  one pushing for a new spiritual transformation; the other resisting, sensing that 
important values contained in the old view were being lost.  is conflict would be our GREATEST
TEST to Earth’s unification, especially if we believed the shepherds who literally interpreter end-
time prophecies, teaching us the future is beyond our influence.  Redfield intuited, “To find
the World Vision and resolve the polarization, we need to comprehend the deeper truths of
prophecy.  All Scriptural visions are divine intuitions, coming from the Afterlife into the physical
plane and are draped in symbolism, like a dream.  ey envision a bad end for nonbelievers,
who experience natural disasters and collapsing economies.  en an Antichrist emerges and
controls the economy through technology with the ‘mark of the beast.’  But believers are 
redeemed, given spiritual bodies, raptured into the New Jerusalem, and go back and forth 
between the dimensions.  Finally our friend Jesus returns, bringing a thousand years of peace.”

e group realized two possible futures were opening before us and that our 
interpretation of the prophecies was the key to resolving the polarization.  Redfield
intuited, “We can choose to languish in Fear, believing we are predestined to 
social decay and self-destruction; or we can seek a path of hope with faith by
seeing and believing that we can overcome this nihilistic (bad) interpretation of
prophecy by opening to the higher vibration of love, sparing us the apocalypse.

en we can enter a dimension in which we invite the Spirit, through us, to create the utopia
envisioned by the prophets.  But if we decide that these Scriptures mean the destruction of the
world is inevitable, written unalterably into God’s plan, the effect of such a bad belief will be
to create this very outcome.  Clearly we have to choose the path of love and believing and to
strive to comprehend that each side represents a part of the truth, which can be integrated
and synthesized into the new spiritual worldview.  e Insights, especially the Tenth Insight—
the formation of prayer groups to project light and love over the world—will bring it about!” 

eir connection was interrupted by an earth tremor caused by the experiment.
ey slowly made their way to the underground bunker to try to stop it.  Four

armed men appeared.  Feyman recognized Curtis, “You tried to blow up the generator,” he
said.  Curtis retorted, “Your plan won’t work, you’ll ruin the valley!”  Feyman responded, “My
plan will work!  It’s what I was born to do!”  Redfield had seen Feyman’s Birth Vision while in
the Afterlife and said, “No, you were born with a plan to bring in safe technology!” (card 59).
Feyman ordered the guards to shoot them if they tried to leave.  Another tremor sent trees
falling and Maya ran north.  A guard tried to shoot her but a white light darted in front of her.
Charlene ran northeast.  en Curtis and Redfield also ran northeast toward the waterfall.
When they met up, united, they raised their energy and again connected with their soul groups.

REMEMBERING
THE FUTURE

“DEAR CHILDREN: The Holy Spirit, according to the Heavenly
Father, made me the mother—the mother of Jesus—and by
this alone, also your mother.  That is why I am coming to hear
you, that I may open my motherly arms to you; to give you
my heart and to call you to remain with me, because from the

top of the Cross my Son entrusted you to me.  Unfortunately,
many of my children have not come to know the love of my Son;
many of them do not want to come to know Him.  Oh, my children, how
much bad is done by those who must see or interpret in order to believe.
That is why, you, my children, my apostles, in the silence of your heart,
listen to the voice of my Son, so that your heart may be His home, that
it may not be dark and sad, but that it may be illuminated with the light
of my Son.  SEEK HOPE WITH FAITH, because faith is the life of the soul. I am calling
you:  PRAY, PRAY to live faith in humility, in spiritual peace, and illuminated by the light.  

“My children, do not strive to comprehend everything immediately, because I 
also did not comprehend everything immediately; but I LOVED and I BELIEVED in the 
divine words which my Son spoke—He who was the FIRST LIGHT and the BEGINNING
OF REDEMPTION (before the creation of the foundation of the world!). Apostles of
my love—you who PRAY, sacrifice yourselves, love and do not judge—you go and
spread the truth, the words of my Son, the Gospel, because you are the living Gospel;
you are the rays of the light of my Son.  My Son and I will be with you to encourage you
and to TEST you.  My children, always implore the blessing of those, and only of those
whose hands have been blessed by my Son, of your shepherds” (Med. 10/2/16). 

FROM THE
CROSS JESUS
SAID TO HIS

MOTHER AND
HIS BELOVED

DISCIPLE JOHN:  
“MOTHER, 

BEHOLD YOUR
SON”; AND TO
JOHN HE SAID,
“BEHOLD YOUR

MOTHER,” 
MAKING HER
OUR MOTHER

IF WE ARE 
HIS BELOVED 

DISCIPLES.  
(JN. 19: 25–27)

“BLESSED BE GOD THE FATHER OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST, WHO HAS BLESSED US WITH EVERY
SPIRITUAL BLESSING IN THE HEAVENLY PLACES IN CHRIST, BECAUSE HE CHOSE US IN HIM, WHO IS THE
FIRST LIGHT AND BEGINNING OF REDEMPTION, BEFORE THE CREATION OF THE FOUNDATION OF THE
WORLD! IN LOVE HE PREDESTINED US TO BE ADOPTED AS HIS SONS THROUGH JESUS.  IN HIM WE HAVE
REDEMPTION THROUGH HIS BLOOD.  FOR GOD HAS MADE KNOWN TO US IN ALL WISDOM AND INSIGHT THE
MYSTERY OF HIS WILL, A PLAN HE PURPOSED IN CHRIST TO BE PUT INTO EFFECT WHEN THE TIMES REACH
THEIR FULFILLMENT—TO UNITE ALL THINGS IN HEAVEN AND ON EARTH UNDER CHRIST. HAVING BELIEVED,
YOU WERE MARKED IN HIM WITH A SEAL, THE PROMISED HOLY SPIRIT” (EPH. 1: 3–14 ABRIDGED).  

WE WERE CHOSEN AND CREATED IN CHRIST BEFORE THE FOUNDATION OF THE WORLD!

A LIVING 
PICTURE OF
CREATION IN
THE FIRST
LIGHT AND 
BEGINNING 
OF  OUR 
REDEMPTION
UNTO THE 
UNIFICATION 
OF HEAVEN
AND EARTH!

“HOW MUCH 
BAD IS DONE 
BY THOSE 
WHO MUST 
SEE OR 
INTERPRET 
IN ORDER TO
BELIEVE!”

THE TENTH INSIGHT by James Redfield takes place in the Appalachian mountains, where he
was searching for his friend Charlene.  By traveling through dimensional openings into the Afterlife,
he learned he was part of a group of seven, who shared a Birth Vision to bring in the World Vision,
a plan to unify Heaven and Earth! Also the group must unite to stop a bad experiment being
tested by a scientist, Feyman, who built a huge generator in an underground bunker to tie into
Earth’s electromagnetic field through an opening.  Synchronistically, Redfield met two other members
of the group, Maya and Curtis.  Curtis acted hastily to stop the test using explosives and failed.  Now
he, Redfield, and Maya were on the run, hiding in a cave.  ey spied Charlene held at gunpoint
below the cave and Curtis overcame the guard.  en to remember the plan of their Birth Vision,
how to bring in the World Vision and stop the test, united, they raised their love energy and connected
to their soul groups, who hold the memory of our birth plans (Ch. 1-8/cards 53–60).  Chapter 9,
Remembering the Future, is abridged, integrated and synthesized with Mary’s ongoing messages!

THE GREAT TEST OF LOVE, HOPE AND BELIEVING YOU CAN ILLUMINATE DARK HEARTS! 
Pray for them to Wake Up—To Remember and Comprehend their Birth Vision!

NOT GOOD
FOR OUR
FUTURE!


